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In order to best shape the development of mendicant
orders in Transylvania during the 16th century, to
grasp their activity, the friars’ interaction with royal
or ecclesiastic authorities, with members of their
respective communities – urban or rural – one has
managed to identify a common denominator, namely
the Lutheran Reformation. Its impact in the eastern
part of the Hungarian kingdom is to be related also with
the political context: after the stability of king Matthias’
(1458-1490) reign, the passing of the last Jagellonian
king, Louis II (1516-1526), during the harshest defeat of
the Hungarians, namely the battle of Mohács, in the
16th century Transylvania witnessed a series of conflicts
between John I Zápolya (1526-1540) and Ferdinand I of

Habsburg (king of Bohemia and part of Hungary between
1526-1564 and emperor of the Holy Roman Empire
between 1558-1564) over the rule of what had remained
of the former kingdom and Transylvania1. These political
upheavals unavoidably led to the decay of the bishopric
institution as well of those subordinated to it2. The battle
of Mohács (1526) and the dissolution of the Hungarian
kingdom eased the emergence of reformatory ideas
in Transylvania favored by a weakened ecclesiastic
authority3.
It seems that the reformatory ideas gained ground on
a state of dissatisfaction, especially on the Königsboden,
there where members of clerical institutions and
religious orders were being accused of not keeping with
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the moral demeanor of their social and religious position,
as well as of turning their backs away from the learnings
of the Holy Scripture. The German historiography
considers that the self-determination right itself, gained
by the seven seats, had prepared the 16th century society
for embracing the change of religious rite. Furthermore,
the papal authority did not represent a support system
for the German population living in Transylvania, where
its members were struggling to preserve their privilege
of freely choosing their parish priest4.
At the same time, central authorities were starting
to worry and had taken a series of measures to put a
hold on the reformatory impetus. The harshening of
punishments against those who embraced Lutheranism
was decided in 1525 but the effect was not the desired
one; the German community in Transylvania did not
respect the royal authority and established confessional
schools5. Nonetheless, the event with the most severe
consequence was the civil war between the German
community and John I Zápolya6.
By the next decade, there was an increase in abolishing
and shutting down the Catholic monasteries, as well as
driving away the members of the respective convents.
The Saxon University had already decided upon this
matter by 1525, thus we are not to be surprised by the
rapid drop of incomes in respect to the mendicant
establishments7. All efforts of institutionalizing the
Reformation have come into effect after 1542, namely
after the first Lutheran service in Brașov, after which the
urban centers in Transylvania established themselves
as Lutheran ones8. Just like elsewhere in the kingdom,
the Transylvanian urban centers were the cores around
which mendicant convents had revolved starting with the
1220s. That is why – more recently – the field literature
has presented a different approach towards the history
of medieval Hungarian towns, adapting the theory of
central places to the circumstances which contributed
to the development of towns, some of these being: the
presence of local or central administrative elements,
judicial elements (loca credibilia as well), monetary
administration and the administrative ecclesiastic
institutions, including also the mendicant orders9.
During centuries, the urban development was not to
be understood only as a typical Arpadian policy, heavily
influenced by the need to rebuild the urban network after
the Mongol invasion of 1241, but it became synonymous
with the policies of the following rulers. While the
members of the Arpadian dynasty had established this
urban network, their successors, members of the Anjou
house, tried to improve an inherited system. Mendicant
establishments were approved in new county seats.
These urban centers were mostly regained from the
control of noblemen and landowners and were granted
with privileges by the royal authority, starting with
king Charles Robert10. Thus, these newly established
central places became attraction points for mendicant
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orders. The support of the Anjou house continued also
during the reign of Louis the Great (1342-1382), one of
the most influential patrons of the Pauline order, who
also contributed to the process of the order’s coming
into being. The five decades long reign of Sigismund of
Luxembourg (1387-1433) continued with the support given
to urban communities and also intensified the erection
of fortified walls with an emphasis on strategical towns,
in Transylvania such an example being Cluj. Nonetheless,
it was during this time that a difference between higher
ranked and lower ranked towns started to be noticed.
The latter ones did not enjoy the same privileges, being
mostly offered as rewards11. This became visible also in
the stagnating number of mendicant convents12. A shift
was registered during the reign of Matthias I (1458-1490),
when – at least partially – the urban development and
fortification policies went on, promoting those urban
centers where important economic contributions were
registered13. At the same time, the urban progress was
visible also in lower ranked communities, even if the
initiative was not always coming from the central
authority14. The Transylvanian mendicant monasteries
and their convents were part of the mendicant Hungarian
province15. The first ones were established in the first
half of the 13th century. New priories received their
approval between the 14th-15th centuries, often in the
same urban centers, a competition between the different
mendicant orders bringing forth the need of regulations.
By the turn of the 16th century there was a clear picture
regarding the number of mendicant priories, in both
urban and rural Transylvanian communities, consisting
in at least 10 Dominican cloisters, 15 Franciscan ones
and 3 Augustinian ones, without counting the ones
that were dissolved in earlier centuries, the ones
belonging to the female branches of these particular
orders or the ones of the Pauline order, considered
by some historians a mendicant one and by others a
hybrid one16. The 16th century and the events leading to
and following the Lutheran Reformation had changed
the above-mentioned figures drastically. This was to
become the century of the final period in the history
of most mendicant Transylvanian cloisters. Despite
a few ones that were established shortly before the
turn of the century, for most of them it was then when
they lived their final moments17. It is for this particular
century that we are able to identify, decade-wise, the
dissolution of the mendicant cloisters, namely between
the years 1533-1543, during the 1550s and after 1560. The
second period was the most intense one, the year 1556
marking a height, most likely as a consequence of the
decay of the Transylvanian bishopric and its chapters18.
After 1560 a relaxation is to be observed but only because
most of the mendicant cloisters were already locked
down. Furthermore, we were able to identify a territorial
direction of spread of the reformatory ideas. As it was
to be expected, these principles caught ground on the

Königsboden and the mendicant establishments that
managed to survive until late during the 16th century
were located in the eastern end of the Transylvanian
voivodeship, namely principality, in communities such
as Brașov, Odorheiu Secuiesc and Miercurea Ciuc.
In dealing with the 16th century mendicant
establishments in Sibiu we need to grasp the town’s
historical context in this period. The town’s history is
intertwined with the history of the German settlers
brought here by king Géza II (1141-1162). The first
buildings were erected here around 115019. A document
issued in December 1191 was mentioning for the first
time the ecclesiastical institution of the Germans, the
so called provostship, approved by the Holy See and
independent from the bishopric in Alba Iulia20. In 1223,
Sibiu was being referred to as villa Hermanni and in
1224 all German settlers in southern Transylvania were
put under the command of the comes in Sibiu and
received a series of privileges and freedoms on behalf
of the Hungarian king Andrew II (1205-1235)21. In the 13th
century, the town was among the first urban centers to
receive mendicant friars. Their choice for Sibiu should
not come as a surprise. Even though it was mentioned
in documents as civitas only in 1326, it was already
shaped as an urban attraction point, where mendicant
friars could exercise the teachings of their rules, where
they could preach to people from all social strata and
also ensure for themselves at least some means for
survival, which was not the case, the mendicant cloisters
in Sibiu developing in time an estate-like domain,
similar to the ones of the monastic orders before them.
The first mendicants to arrive here were the preacher
friars, namely the Dominicans. It seems that their first
cloister was established before the Mongol invasion
of 1241. The chronicles from Erfurt have named the
Dominican cloister in Sibiu amongst those destroyed
during the attacks but, on the other hand, the order’s
general chapter had decided in Bologna, in 1240, upon
allowing two new Dominican cloisters in the mendicant
province of Hungary, one of which in Transylvania22.
Despite the destructions and regardless whether or not
their first monastery in Sibiu was a wooden or a stone
one, shortly after the invasion the Dominicans returned
and began to rebuild the Hungarian cloisters, including
the one in Sibiu23. On the other hand, the arrival of the
Franciscans to Sibiu should be placed sometime before
the year 1302, when they were already mentioned in the
testament of the noblewoman Elisabeth from Vințu24.
The development of both cloisters was strictly related to
their location within the urban matrix of Sibiu.
The first Dominican monastery was placed in front
of the St. Elisabeth gate25. Despite sources stating its
existence prior to the Mongol invasions, certain news
about its location date to 1417, when Peter Lantregen,
an Austrian stone master, placed a stone crucifix
in the monastery’s church26. Unfortunately, for the

Dominican friars the 15th century meant also a series of
Ottoman attacks and frequent destructions. Under these
circumstances they saw the need to move their cloister
intra muros. This was not an easy task for them: despite
having papal and royal support, for three decades they
faced the rejection of local authorities. It was only in
1474 that an agreement was signed between the order’s
provincial chapter and the town’s representatives27. At
that time, the cloister and church’s remains were ceded
to the town upon signing a contract where the authorities
in turn gave the friars a Plot inside the town, in the so
called Salzgasse28. Subsequently, the order’s former
property in front of the St. Elisabeth gate is considered
to have been turned into a leper house29. The second
Dominican cloister was built in the proximity of the
eastern defense wall belonging to the third fortification
precinct, between the Salt gate and one of the defense
towers, breaking through the precinct’s curtain wall30.
The location of the Franciscan cloister is also
subjected to debate but we adhere to the opinions that
locate it at the crossroad between the former Ocnei
and Elisabeta streets. This statement is emphasized
also through archaeological results that have unearthed
some elements of the church’s gothic choir and from
the cloister wall, as well as human remains31. When
pope Eugen V. (1431-1447) urged the town to rebuilt
the mendicant cloisters after the Ottoman attacks,
the Franciscans had immediately found support from
the local authorities, as opposed to the Dominicans32.
Furthermore, they were also granted a series of
indulgences as reward for their cooperation33. After
the Dominicans succeeded into ‘moving’ intra muros,
the two mendicant monasteries found themselves into
close proximity, unlike most cases of urban mendicant
clusters but there aren’t any indications of competition
between them or conflicts when dividing their areas of
activity34.
During the Middle Ages, the town of Sibiu also
‘hosted’ cloisters belonging to the female branches of
the Dominican and Franciscan orders. Even though at
present there aren’t many information regarding their
activity, archaeological and historiographic research
undertaken in the last three decades has made it possible
to identify their location within the medieval town. The
Dominican nuns had a short-lived stay in Sibiu, and
the beginning of their activity here is dated back to the
late 15th century or the early 16th one. It shouldn’t come
as a surprise that it was the Lutheran Reformation that
brought an end to their presence in Sibiu. The cloister is
thought to have been located within the fortified walls,
in the Șelarilor street. After its dissolution, the remains
of the cloister were given to the observant Franciscans
during the 18th century35. A Franciscan nuns’ monastery
functioned in Sibiu starting at some point during the 13th
century and being first mentioned in official documents
during the late 15th one. Despite some contradictions, it
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seems that their establishment was located at the corner
of the former Elisabeta street and the Nasturelui street.
Its last architectural elements were demolished in 1987
and the archaeological researches managed to confirm
its early stages during the 13th century36.
Despite some upheavals documented in the early 14th
century37, up until the 16th one both orders found their
peace in Sibiu and were able to go on with their activity
undisturbed. The Dominican friars in Sibiu enjoyed
a good reputation and were widely accepted by both
laymen and secular clergy38. When these relationships
seemed to be endangered, it was the observant
reformation within the Dominican order that put them
back on track. The order’s observant movement began
in 1429 in Basel and the Dominican convent in Sibiu is
thought to have been the first to adopt it39. On the other
hand, the 1430s were especially difficult years in the
history of Sibiu; it was then that the first Ottoman attacks
occured, the first one being in 1432, followed by a second
one in 1437 and an eight-day seige in 143840. Both friars’
monastery were partially put to flames and destroyed
during the first and last attacks of the decade: in the case
of the Dominicans, the cloister was never to be restored
to its original demeanor and it was after these events
that the endeavors of moving the cloister within the
tonw walls had started41. The Franciscan cloister was also
set on fire and the apostolic seat convinced the members
of the community to support the reparation works42.
By the turn of the 16th century, the laymen and secular
clergy’s attitude towards the Catholic mendicant
orders started to shift. The Transylvanian German
historiography reflects this stance, especially in Teutsch’s
Geschichte der evangelischen Kirche in Siebenbürgen,
where one is able to clearly recognize an accusatory
position towards them. Despite their centuries’ long
presence in Sibiu, it seems that the town’s population
did not hurry to attend mass inside the mendicant
churches43. Nevertheless, the fact that the mendicants
held their mass in German makes us wonder about
Teutsch’s statement regarding the lacking popularity of
the mendicants among the people44. It shouldn’t come as
a surprise, if we are to reflect on the town’s history in
this period. One last attempt on behalf of the Dominican
general chapter and convent in Sibiu was undertaken
in 1525, when, in order to fight against Martin Luther’s
reformatory ideas, it was decided upon the opening of
a Dominican university in the town. The enforcement
of this decision was unfortunately delayed and things
took a different course45. King Louis II was opposed to
the Lutheran reformatory ideas and – by 1524 – he was
forbidding the reading and spreading of Martin Luther’s
teachings that had already entered Transylvanian towns,
such as Sibiu and Brașov, through a series of books46.
Nevertheless, in December 1525, the Saxon University
in Sibiu decided against the Catholic establishments,
stating that it was possible for one’s successors to buy
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back the properties and goods left to churches and
monasteries through wills47. After his death, the town
was under siege for several years, between 1529-1536,
rejecting the authority of John I Zápolya48. In 1529, the
Dominican prior together with the monks were shortly
imprisoned49. They were released only under the threat
of the siege. The townspeople freed the monks and all
members of the Catholic church50.
The following decade had marked the first phase
of mendicant monasteries’ closures. Between 15331543, Sibiu, as well as other urban communities, such
as Orăștie, Suseni, Sebeș and Brașov, were among the
first urban communities where establishments were
closed. In 1543, the members of the Dominican convent
of Sibiu were banished by the local authorities and the
members of the community and their properties were
seized, some of them being sold. Moreover, it seems that
the local decisions regarding the Dominican convent
were in agreement with Martin Luther’s wishes as it
was stated through the correspondence between the
town’s authorities and the latter51. In Sibiu, the Lutheran
Reformation was carried out by Petrus Haller, mayor
starting with the same year. It is known that some of
the Dominican friars from Sibiu found refuge in the
Dominican convent in Sighișoara, thus suggesting
that the friars in Sighișoara managed to withstand the
Reformatory wave for a few more years until being
confiscated and given to the town, while others were
given money, including as a gift for getting married52.
On the other hand, it is reported that the Franciscan
monastery was still in a prosperous state by 1526, but by
1529 things had started to change for them as well. It was
on February 18th of the same year that the town council
had ordered them to leave the community, fearing that
the monks would side with John I Zápolya; whether
this was the case or not, after the latter’s power had
strengthened, the friars returned to the town and their
presence there was a certainty in 153153. It was not until
1556 that they left Sibiu for good54.
Other information concerning the developments
related to the mendicant friars of Sibiu in the first half
of the 16th century reside from the proceedings of the
townhall, where a series of decisions related to them
have been documented. Unfortunately, most of them
are in relation to the Dominicans, while details about
the Franciscans are rather lacking. Nevertheless, we
have used the edited collections of townhall proceedings
and come across a series of information about the
mendicant properties during this timeframe. It seems
that their estate began to be divided even before the
official enforcing of the Lutheran Reformation. Records
are showing that the town’s authorities decided in March
1541 upon selling a pond, property of the Dominican
monks, which was located outside Sibiu to one Thomas
Textor and his heirs55. Another pond was sold in 1543 by
both the town and its community to one Franz Bayer.

The pond, located in Gușterița / Hammersdorf was once
the property of the Dominicans, sometime before 1543.
For this pond, the buyer had payed 100 florins56. Three
years later, one Johannes Lang is forced to prove that he
had rightfully bought a big and a small pond from the
town, as well as a house that used to belong to the same
monks57. Another interesting aspect concerns the ponds
– private property – that were located around the leper
houses. As we have already argued, the remains of the
first Dominican cloister was probably turned into a leper
house. It is recorded that in 1548 all pond owners around
these houses were to pay a certain sum of money to benefit
the lepers and, in return, they were to be exempted from
paying the yearly tax for owning this type of property58.
Thus, we might be inclined to think that the Dominicans
could have had ponds also in the area located in front of
the St. Elisabeth gate even after they had moved within
the fortified walls. It is generally accepted that the
Dominican friars were banished in 154359. Nonetheless,
the townhall recordings reveal the use of their church in
1550, when a preacher called Johannes was holding mass

on Sunday, during summer and was also paid for this60.
Furthermore, it seems that in 1556 the monastery of the
so called ‘black friars’ received various sums of money
from the town treasury and once again two years later61.
It is possible that the church of the former monastery was
still referred to as that of the ‘black friars’ only as part of
the community’s collective memory, even if the monks
were already gone from the town.All around Europe
and in Transylvania as well, the ‘interference’ of both
political and religious events in the life of the mendicant
orders re-shaped their history during the 16th century.
The case of Sibiu was not a particular one, nor in the
development of the final stage of mendicant presence,
neither regarding the community’s attitude towards the
members of the mendicant convents, namely orders,
because the latter were seen as enemies of the Lutheran
Reformation, symbols of a faith imposed and not
chosen. Nonetheless, in the following decades and even
centuries, the Lutherans would face countermeasures
taken by the Holy Sea and the mendicant presence will
return, even in Sibiu.
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